In this paper, we present a fully distributed process to collect and distribute the minimal connected component (MCC) fault information so that the shortest-path between the source and the destination can always be found in the corresponding information-based routing via routing decisions at each intermediate node. Considering the communication cost in the above information distribution, a more practical implementation is provided with only a low number of nodes along the boundary lines involved in the information propagation. The experimental results show the substantial improvement of our approach in terms of the success rate in finding the shortest-path and the average path length.
Introduction
In a multicomputer system, a collection ofprocessors (or nodes) work together to solve large application problems. These nodes communicate data and coordinate their efforts by sending and receiving packets through the underlying communication network. Thus, the performance of such a multicomputer system depends on the end-to-end cost of communication mechanisms. The routing time of packets is one of the key factors critical to the performance of multicomputers. Basically, routing is the process of transmitting data from one node, called the source node, to another node, called the destination node, in a given system. A routing path from the source to the destination is determined by the forwarding node selection at each intermediate node in a fully-distributed manner to make entire system more scalable. It is necessary to present a routing scheme using multiple-phase localized decisions that always route the *The work was supported in part by NSF grants ANI 0083836, CCR 9900646, CNS 0422762, CNS 0434533, and EIA 0130806. Jie Wu Dept. of Computer Sci. and Eng.
Florida Atlantic University Boca Raton, FL 33431 Email: jiegcse.fau.edu package to the destination via the shortest-path, so that the destination can be reached in the quickest way. The mesh-connected topology is one of the most thoroughly investigated network topologies for multicomputer systems. 2-dimensional (2-D) meshes are lower dimensional meshes that have been commonly discussed due to structural regularity for easy construction and high potential of legibility of various algorithms. Some multicomputers were built based on the 2-D meshes [3, 6, 7] . As the number of nodes in a mesh-connected multicomputer system increases, the chance of failure also increases. The complex nature of networks also makes them vulnerable to disturbances. Therefore, the ability to tolerate failure is becoming increasingly important [2, 4, 9, 10] .
The shortest-path is constructed among all the nonfaulty nodes under the existing network configuration after the failure. Obviously, in a multiple-phase routing, the shortest-path in each phase does not imply the entire path is the shortest in presence of node faults (link faults can be treated as node faults by disabling the corresponding adjacent nodes). Appropriate fault information provided for routing decisions is the key to achieving the shortest-path routing. Most existing literature uses the simplest orthogonal convex region in the information model. To reduce the number of non-faulty nodes contained in rectangular faulty blocks, Wang [8] proposed the minimal connected component (MCC) model as a refinement of the rectangular faulty block model by considering the relative locations of source and destination nodes. The original idea is that a node will be included in an MCC only if using it in a routing will definitely make the route non-shortest. It turns out that each MCC is of the rectilinear-monotone-polygonal shape and is the absolutely minimal fault region in 2-D meshes. In [5] , the information of each MCC is propagated along an edge of its "forbidden region", also called boundary. For each routing case, a feasibility check is conducted first at the source. It sends out two detection messages and waits for their responses to ensure the existence of a path with the Manhattan distance [1] . Then, the routing process starts if and only if such a path exists. The information saved along the boundary will be used in the routing decisions at those nodes to guarantee the success of a shortest-path routing. Such a routing that always routes the message along a Manhattan distance path is also called Manhattan routing.
In our new approach, the MCC information will propagate not only along the boundary, but also into the forbidden region. Therefore, the information can be used to avoid detour in those cases that do not have the Manhattan distance path. A routing is proposed under this new information model to form the shortest-path. Note that such a path is the Manhattan distance path if one exists. Considering the cost of broadcasting in forbidden region, a practical implementation is proposed here. Two boundaries initialized from opposite corners of each MCC, instead of only one in [5] , are used to bound each forbidden region. The information is only needed to send to a limited number of nodes along those boundaries. Our simulation results show that the shortest-path can be achieved in most cases and only a very low number of detours are needed in those nonshortest-path routings.
The contribution of this paper is threefold. First, we focus on a way to collect and distribute the MCC information by information exchanges among neighbors so that the routing protocol based on such information can always form the shortest-path, even when the Manhattan distance path does not exist. It is noted that this new information model can be applied to any adaptive routing. This paper will prove that there is no path shorter than the one found under the MCC model. Second, to reduce the cost of information distribution, we extend the boundary model of 2-D meshes in [5] . The information only propagates to a limited number of nodes along the boundaries while keeping the length of routing path as short as possible. Third, we develop a simulation to show substantial improvement of our new approach in terms of the success rate of the shortest-path routing, the average length of routing paths, and the number of nodes involved in the information distribution. The formation of MCC in 2-D meshes [8] is based on the notions of useless and can 't-reach nodes: A useless node is such a node that once a routing enters it, the next move must take a -X-Y direction, making the routing non-shortest. A can't-reach node is such a node that for a routing to enter it, a -X-Y direction move must be taken, making the routing non-shortest. The node status faulty, useless, and can't-reach can be determined through a labeling pro Figure 1 (a) shows the idea of the definition of useless and can't-reach nodes. Figure 1 (b) shows a sample of MCC under the assumption that x, = y, = 0 and Xd, Yd > 0. In this paper, we focus on the case when the shortest-path exists. Therefore, we have the following assumption: (a) the entire network is connected, and (b) the source and the destination are safe nodes.
Preliminary
After the labeling process, a distributed process presented in [5] is conducted to collect the shape information of each MCC and distribute it to a limited number of nodes, also called the boundaries. This process starts from an initialization corner. The initialization corner is a safe node with two edge neighbors of the same MCC in the +X and +Y dimensions. Any safe node with an unsafe neighbor is called an edge node of the corresponding MCC. A safe node with two edge neighbors of the same MCC in the -X and -Y dimensions is called the opposite corner. From that initialization corner, two identification messages, one clockwise and one counter-clockwise, each carrying partial region information, will propagate along the edges of MCC and reach its opposite corner. By collecting the location information of each node these two messages passed through, the shape of this MCC can be identified at the opposite corner (see in Figure 1 (b)). After that, the propagation will continue and bring the identified shape information F(c) (see in Figure 2 (a)) and will make a left turn if necessary. The whole procedure is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 [5] : Boundary construction of an MCC F(c) (Bi). When such a routing intersects with an MCC, say F(c), it will route around the fault region in the clockwise direction. In this way, the joint boundary ofthe second MCC F(v) can be used to save detours of F(v) (see in Figure 3 (b)). However, this routing is not shortest-path routing. Moreover, when the whole detour path around F(c) is inside the forbidden region of another MCC, the routing can be blocked again and need some extra detours (see in Figure 3 (c)). In the following section, we consider all the cases and proposed a new information model to help the routing achieve the shortest-path. In this section, our method on achieving the shortest-path routing in 2-D meshes in presence of faults is introduced. We will prove that no path is shorter than the one found in our routing. Considering of the communication cost in the information distribution in the above method, its practical implementation is provided. We also analyze the performance of our information based routing under such an extension model.
In [5] , it has been proved that the routing is blocked under MCC model if and only if the source is inside the forbidden region of one MCC while the destination is inside its critical region (see in Figure 4 (a)). To simplify the discussion, we focus on the situation when the Manhattan routing is blocked in the +Y direction, i.e., s C RyAd C Ry.
For the remaining situation, the results can be obtained by simply rotating the mesh. As shown in the sample in Figure 4 (a) , had the detours along the -X direction been made to node v, a shortest-path would be found in Algorithm 3. The problem of routing for not making such detours is the lack ofMCC information in the routing decision at the nodes inside forbidden region. In the new information model, the MCC information will broadcast to all the nodes inside the forbidden region so that the shortest-path can always be found.
Simply, for a certain MCC, F(c), besides the -X boundary initialized at the corner c, the +X boundary is initialized at the opposite corner c' and propagated along line Y = Yc'. If necessary, it will make a left turn to join the same +X boundary of another MCC F(v) at the corresponding opposite corner v'. After the joint point, the forbidden region of F(v) will merge into that of F(c). Figure 4 (b) show an example how the +X boundary of F(c) joins that of F(c2) at node c/. The area between these two boundaries is defined as the forbidden region of F(c), denoted by Ry (c).
After that, each node along the -X boundary will form a triple (F(c),Ry (c), R' (c)). The edge of Ry, which is also the path of boundary construction, will be identified as one bound of Ry (c). Similarly, each node along the +X boundarywill form atriple (F(c), Ry+ (c), R' (c)). Obviously, we have Ry (c)= Ry_ (c) U Ry+ (c). To obtain information of the other bound and further to identify Ry (c), the triple formed at a node along one boundary will be sent along the X dimension to reach the other boundary. At each intermediate node it passes, such information will also be sent in the +Y direction. It is noted that the determined information is used in such a broadcasting and each node will not accept duplicates from its neighbors. Eventually, at each node inside the forbidden region Ry (c), the iden- Therefore, the routing decision at node s knows the existence of the blocking MCC. According to the location and the shape of such an MCC, the detour direction can be easily determined at node s: If M(s, c) + M(c, d)<M(s, c') + M(c', d), the routing detours along the -X direction. Otherwise, the +X direction detour is taken (see in Figure 4 (b) ).
As indicated in [8] 
After that, for the shortest-path Pi, the routing message will be forwarded to the corresponding corner, cji+ (0 < i < n) or c'. And After that, at node C4, by repeating the above process, the routing will find a path to d passing nodes t' and w. The recursive function guarantees the entire path is the shortest-path in such a multi-phase routing process. The following theorem ensures there is no path shorter than the one found in RB2 routing.
Theorem 1: For a given pair of the safe source and the safe destination under MCC model, the RB2 routing in Algorithm 5 willfind apath between them ifsuch apath exists and there is no path shorter than this one.
Proof Assume that s and d are not disconnected by faults.
If a Manhattan distance path between s and d exists, such a path can be easily found via step 2 of RB2 routing by applying routing decision in Algorithm 2. Otherwise, at least one sequence of either type-I or type-II can be found between s and d. Because s and d are safe, we cannot find both kinds of sequences. By applying the recursive function D in Equation 2, the path that detours around such a sequence can be found via step 5. In this way, the routing can advance in the blocking direction. Because the distance from s and d in such a blocking direction is fixed, the multi-phase routing will reach the node having Manhattan distance path to d and will eventually arrive node d.
The routing path found in Algorithm 5 only has detours around the MCCs in the blocking sequence(s). If there exists another shorter path from s to d, such a path must pass a healthy but MCC unsafe node. Because s and d are all safe, using any node inside in MCC will definitely cause detour. In other words, we must have another shorter path only using safe nodes. This contradicts with the results of Equation 2 . C
The above shortest-path routing needs information broadcasting. To reduce the broadcast overhead, a more practical information model is proposed for our shortestpath routing. In this extended model, the information of each MCC F(c) is only propagated to the boundary nodes.
The propagation will be split into two when it intersects with another MCC F(v), instead of just making a turn. These two split propagations will route around F(v), one in the clockwise direction and the other in the counterclockwise direction. After that, the first one will merge to the +X boundary of F(v) at its opposite corner v'. The second one will merge to the -X boundary of F(v) at its initialization corner v. When it is the first intersection of the -X boundary and x, > xv,, F(c) will be identified as a candidate of the succeeding MCC of F(v) in its type-I sequence. The relation F(v) -> F(c) will also be sent by each split propagation. It is noted that the region information, Ry (c) and R' (c), are only needed and forwarded by those nodes along the -X boundary of F(c). The details of our extended information model are shown in Algorithm 6. 
Based on the propagation process in Algorithm 6, a boundary node of F(c) will obtain the same relation information as its initialization corner c does. That is, this F(w) can also be determined at any boundary node of F(c). If node s is not on any boundary line but is inside the forbidden region of an MCC, the above routing will miss the shortest-path in the case Po. However, if each MCC can be controlled within a certain size, the routing will quickly reach the boundary line. That is, the number of detours is limited and the length of routing path is very close to the minimum. Moreover, the more MCCs that appear in the mesh, the greater are our chances the our routing finds the shortest-path among the remaining n cases from P1 to P,.
Considering the communication cost saved under the extended information model, such a sub-optimal routing using only the boundary information is preferred with the performance still acceptable. In the next section, we use the experimental results to illustrate the substantial improvement of the extended information model on communication cost in terms of the number of nodes involved in the information propagation. Our experimental results also show the acceptable performance ofrouting under the extended information model in terms of(a) the success rate ofthe shortestpath routing, and (b) the relative error of the average length of routing path to the optimal result. These results will be compared with the best results so far in [2] and [5] .
Simulation
In this section, we verify the improvement of our information based routing on the ability of achieving the shortest-path from a simulator, comparing with the best results so far. Such experimental results prove the effectiveness of our information models. The simulator also compares the implementation of our information model and its extension on the communication cost in the information propagation. The results show that the routing using only boundary information is cost-effective.
This simulator is conducted on a 100 x 100 mesh with numbers of faulty nodes randomly generated. It is noted that when more than 3000 faults occur in the mesh, the entire network will be disabled under MCC model. To have a fair comparison, we only show the results when the number of faults is no more than 3000. The MCC configuration situation for our test is shown in Figure 5 (a) and (b). After that, we implement the boundary information model B1 [5] , the proposed information model B2, and its extension model B3. Finally, we randomly pick up the source and destination and conduct the corresponding routings RB1, RB2 and RB3, respectively. We assume that the source has the path to the destination. Thus, we only conduct the test in the cases when the entire mesh is not disconnected by faults.
Figure 5 (c) shows the percentage ofthe number ofnodes involved in the information propagation to the total safe nodes in the meshes in the information models Bi, B2, and B3. The results show that B2 has the highest communication cost. However, it is still not as expensive as using global information. It is noted that when the entire mesh has up to 100 MCCs, the information only needs to broadcast to 20% of the safe nodes. Bi has the lowest communication cost. The results of B3 are very close to those of Bi because in most cases the +X boundary of one MCC shares the nodes with the -X boundaries of other MCCs. ent routings RB1, RB2 and RB3. The results show that with the information broadcasting, the routing RB2 always achieves the shortest-path (= 100%). With the help of only -X boundaries, the routing RB1 can successfully find the shortest-path in more than 75% of all cases. With the information model B3 proposed in this paper, the corresponding routing RB3 can find the shortest-path in more than 95% of all cases. However, under B3 model, there is no need for information broadcast. Figure 5 (e) shows the comparison of length of routing path achieved in each routing with the optimal result, i.e., the length of the shortest-path. It shows that the routing RB1 will experience many detours in the cases when the Manhattan distance path does not exist. The average length of the routing path is very close to that of E-cube routing in [2] , which only requires the information of neighbors. Under the proposed information model B2, the corresponding routing RB2 will guarantee the shortestpath (relative error = 0). Under the proposed extension model B3, the routing RB3 will find the shortest-path in most cases, and for those non-shortest-path cases, the number of detours is limited. The results are very close to the optimal ones. This figure supports our statement on the significance of our new information model and its extension on achieving the shortest-path routing.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a fully distributed process to collect and distribute MCC block information in 2-D meshes for the corresponding information-based routing to achieve the shortest-path. The use of MCC model guarantees that there is no existing path shorter than the one we found. Its practical implementation with only a low number of nodes along the boundary lines involved in the information propagation is also presented. The simulation results have shown the substantial improvement of our methods on achieving the shortest-path routing in terms of the success rate and the average path length. In our future work, we will also extend our results to higher dimension networks and networks with irregular topology.
